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Litigation originated in the dispute. Antitrust group action is applied to solve 
monopolistic collective disputes. So this paper studies this topic by focusing on the 
issue how to construct a type of antitrust group action for solving monopolistic 
economic disputes that have numerous victims but single interest is small. This paper 
makes an empirical research on foreign various group litigation system, and then 
makes classify study on traditional group action and modern group action. Finally，the 
author gives some suggestions to improve representative legal action and establish 
modern antitrust group action in China. Besides the preface and the conclusion, this 
paper consists of four parts. 
Part one is about the foundational theory study on Antitrust Group Action. This 
part introduces the concept of collective dispute, group action, monopolistic economic 
dispute and antitrust group action, and then summarizes the connotation, character and 
function of antitrust group action. 
    Part two is about the empirical study on Antitrust Group Action. This part 
analyses several antitrust group action in America, Britain, Japan and German from 
the legislation reform, litigation rules and the reform direction respects. And then 
elaborates different implementation effect under different legislative target and 
guidance of litigation theory.  
Part three is about the classify study on Antitrust Group Action. Antitrust group 
action is divided into traditional group action and modern group action according to 
different way that representatives exercise the right of action. This part discusses the 
discrimination between traditional group action and modern group action in litigation 
regulation and operation cost. 
    Part four is about establishment of modern antitrust group action in China, this 
part gives some suggestions to improve the representative legal action mechanism to 
determine parties, control representative and expand judgment validity based on 
China’s situation.  
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